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QURSTIOR O? ANTARCTICA: QENERAL DEBATE, CONSIDERATION OF AND ACTION ON DRAFT
RWOLUTION8

-I Idombers may reaall  that aaaording to the programme of work

the Committoo  should have aomgloted its aonrideration of item 67 this morning,

?Iowovor,  a number of delegationr have informed me that intensive aoneultations are

rtill going on with regard to draft  rerolutionr  A/C.1/4S/L.63/Rev.l  and

A/C.1/4S/L.64. Moreover,  time will bo needed to explore the possibility of any

progrmnr  budget impliaationr  and of oral rtatementr aonaerning  draft resolution

A/C.1/4S/L,63/Rev.l by the Searetariat. Taking there developments into aaaount, I

proporo that wo aomplete the general debate this morning - we have only three namea

left  on !.ho list of rpeakerr  - and take aation on the two draft resolutions  on

Monday.

If the Committee agreea  it will be 80 decided.

-0

-I The firrt rpeaker  thir morning is the representative of

Kenya.

Mr. (Konya)a The Antaratia region, with more than

S million sguare mile6 rurrounding the South Pole i8, a f t e r  spaaer the moat

irolated region and humanity’r last unexplored frontier, It holds about

70 per aent of the world’s available freshwater resources and comprises

approximately 10 per cent of the earth’s eurfacu. Its land appears anly where the

lR,OOO-foot peaks of mountain ranges break through the ice. As a result of its

geauliar polar loaation, the bulk of its ice maa8  and the huge extent of the

surrounding aeaer the continent exerts a fundamental influence on the atmosphere,

oceans  and the biological conditions of the entire globe,
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This region, because of its value for scienti.fic  research and co-operation

and, especially, its location and ecosystem, as mentioned earlier, is of such great

importance to the entire community of nations that it is truly unfair for its

management to remain in the hands of an exclusive club of a few rich nations. How

can one explain and understand the paradox whereby on the one hand the death of the

cold war and the beginning of a new era of co-operation in international relations

are proclaimed and on the other hand we are told that the United Nations should

have nothing to do with the Antarctic region?

It is on record that since 1983 Kenya has addressed itself to this subject and

questioned the scope of obligations and undertakings under the 1959 Antarctic

Treaty. We recognize that the Treaty, among other things, prohibits any measures

of a military nature and imposes a ban on nuclear explosions, whatever their

nature, as well as on the disposal of radioactive waste material. This gives the

region appreciably important demilitarised status.

However, my delegation has major difficulties: first, with the rule that the

ability to conduct scientific research in Antarctica is a strict prerequisite for

. accession to the Treaty: secondly, with the non-democratic decision-making process

over issues pertaining to Antarctica; thirdly, with the refusal of the Treaty

parties to engage in negotiations on a universalized mechanism that would enable

all nations to share the benefits derived from Antarctica both now and in the

future: and, fourthly and finally, with the total disregard of United Nations

resolutions calling on the Consultative Parties to the Antarctic Treaty to invite

the Secretary-General of the United Nations to attend their meetings.

Given that the present Treaty has these major flaws, my delegation does not

believe that the interests of all mankind in Antarctica can best be served by

makixlg the management of the area the exclusive right of a few rich nations, It is
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therefore Kenya*8 atroag belief that the management of Aatarctlaa  rhould be

universalired,  riace the region i8, ia truth, the aomnoa heritage of mankind, The

current erolurivo and dirariminatory  arrangomoat, which put8 the f a t e  o f  Antarctica

and, consequently,  of the world ooHrmuaity in the hand8 of the 25 Conrultative

Parties to the Antaratic Treaty, ir uaacoeptablo and repugnant to the ideals and

principle8 of the Charter of the United Nationr.

The impaat of human enoroachment and oil rpillr on thr Antaratic eaoaystem

cannot be overemgharired. The numbOr  Of station8 ha8 inoroarod 8ignifiCantly.

There were.  34 rtationr in 1983  and at prorent there are mot0 than 87 8tation8,

operated by 20 nationrr. Many of the80 rtationr are merely involved in duplication

Of rO8OarOh. The only way to 8tOp the .8t&bli8bmOnt of mot0 8tatiOn8  by nation8

8eeking doai8ion-making 8tatU8 under  th0 Treaty i8 t0 l 8tabli8h an intOrnatiOna1

scienti*Cic rtation that would make it unnaaarrary  to dupliaata re8earahr but would

help in the drawing up of raiontifio prioritior, In thir aaro, duplication of

logi8tiaal or other infrartruotural requirement8  needed to 08tsbli8h  national
.

rtationr would be renderod unneoorrary.

Another quertion relating to a permanent ban on mining and prorpecting in

Antarctiaa and it8 rurrounding area8 ie of groat intotort to my delegation,

Accordingly,  we &corned moat  warmly the opporition to the Antarctic mineral8

Convention announced in May 1989 by Aurtralia, which wan later joined by France and

New Zealand, and 8UppOrted  by Italy and Belgium through the l aactment of dome8tic

legirlation.

It i8 al8o noteworthy and gratifying that the international community i8

becoming increasingly aware of the envJronmenta1 degradation in Antarctica and its

harmful impact on the global environment. The Preparatory Committee for the United

Nation8 Conference  on Environment and Development, whidh met in Nairobi in
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August 1990, has added a new dimension and an impetus to our call to preserve

Antarctica as a nature reserve and a world park. We hope that this positive

approach to halting environmental degradation in Antarctica will be pursued

vigorously within the framework of the forthcoming United Nations Conference on

Environment and Development, to be held in Brazil in 1992.

In Europe there have been unprecedented political changes which only a few

years ago nobody had ever thought of and which were, indeed, unimaginable. On the

basis of these changes, Kenya sincerely believes that the few nations that have

arrogated to themselves power and exclusive rights c er the Antarctic region will,

sooner rather than later and owing to immense international pressure and national

pressure within those countries themselves, see reason and bow to global realities.

On 19 July 1990, Mr. Curtis Bohlen, Assistant Secretary of State for Oceans

and International Environmental and Scientific Affairs, in his testimony before the

Sub-Committee on Human Rights and International Orgaaizations  of the Foreign

Affairs Committee of the United States House of Representatives, said:

"The Washington Administration is mindful of the concerns that are being

raised about the potential impact of mining on the Antarctic environment. We

are consulting with other countries to find a solution that could re-establish

a consensus among all parties on this issue."
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while we appreciate the fact that the Concerns of the community of nations

have at last reached the ears of the most powerful administration of the world,

Kenya does not share the view or conclusion that re-establishment of an already

broken consensus among Antarctic Treaty Parties iS a solution to the problem of

environmental degradation in Antarctica.

Kenya believes that the solution to the environment problems in Antarctica can

be found only through a comprehensive environment convention on the conservation

and protection of Antarctica and its ecosystems i!nd the establishment of a nature

reserve or a world park - all within the framework of the United Nations.

Another issue which is of great concern to my delegation is the question of

South Africa. The pillars of anartheia are still solidly intact and therefore, as

an African delegation, we cannot remain indifferent to the continued participation

of the racist Pretoria r&gime in Antarctic Treaty meetings and activities.

The time has come for the Antarctic Treaty Parties, the majority of whom

regard themselves as bastions and champions of democracy and equality, to muster

political courage and reconsider South Africa's membership instead of underwriting

apartheid by condoning the participation of a racist regime in the meetings and

activities of the Consultative Parties.

Mr. ZAFAR-UL-HAQ (Pakistan): The continent of Antarctica has a total

area of 14 million square kilometres, approximately one-tenth of the world's land

surface. Ninety-nine per Cent of it is covered by a thick ice sheet. It is unique

in tha. it is the only continent without any indigenous inhabitants or permanent

settlers. The waters of the Southern Ocean are among the most biologic&lly

productive in the world and support one of the earth’s unique, highly adapted and

specializecl ecosystems.
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The General A88umbly has, over a number  of year8,  debated the question of

Aatarafiaa and ha8 underraored the vital importance of the oontinsnt.  There

debate8 have also highlighted the ooncern of the va8t majority of the Member8 of

the United NatiOLA8 at it8 erolu8ion from partioipation in the deQi8iOn8 aonoerning

the fate of Antarctioa, which undoubtedly ha8 a direct bearing on the future of our

planet.

The Antarctio Treaty, 8igned in 1959 by a 8mall number  of countrie8, brought

the continent, in effect, under their 8ugervision. It 18 unequal and

discriminatory rince acce88ion to the Treaty doer not entitle the acceding States

to participate in deai8ion making. That 18 the prerogative of the Consultative

Parties, which exercise full control over thn admis8ion of new Consultative Parties.

The Antarctic Treaty purport8 to further the purpo8er and principle8 enshrined

in the Charter of the United Nations. It 18, therefore, difficult to underutand

the logic behind the refusal of the Coneultative Parties to invite the

Secretary-Qeneral  of the United Nation8 to attend the meetitg of the Treaty

Parties denpite repeated requesta by the international community OXprO8aOd through

the resolution8  adopted by the Oeneral Arrembly year after year.

The exclurive nature of the Treaty is evident from the fact that the documents

Of it8 meeting8 are not made publicr the preci8e nature of the deCi8JOn8 18 not

made known to outrider8, and information trickles out only to the extent that the

Consultative Part108 wirh to make it public. It would, ther fore, be reeronable  to

a88urne  that the information leaked out or made available to the re8t of the world

community would be filtered in a manner ruited to the requirement8 of the Treaty

aignatorie8.

The Partier to the Treaty have time and again argued that the Treaty ha8

worked in an exemplary fa8hiOn. It is true that it ha8 hold in abeyance the

territorial claim8 of certain States over hntarctica and the use of the continent
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for peaceful purposes only. All these are pQSitiVe elements. However, this does

not and cannot imply that a Treaty which is open, non-discriminatory, equitable and

universal will not prove to be equally, if not more. effective.

It is indeed ironic that while the Antarctic Treaty reCO@zeS the interest of

all mankind in Antarctica, the Parties to the Treaty have reserved to themselves

exclusively  the right to decide what is in the COSUnOP interest Of mankind. The

decisions taken in the common interest of mankind are kept as closely guarded

secrets from the vast majority of the same mankind.

The international community has expressed deep concern at the continuing

degradation of the environment. The United Nations Conference on Environment and

Development is to be convened in 1992 to discuss this major problem. The interest

and the increasing concern of the world community over the environmental

degradation in Antarctica and its impact on global environment were manifested at

the first substantive session of the Preparatory Committee for the Conference held

in Nairobi from 6 to 13 August 1990. And yet, Parties to the Antarctic Treaty

which are so disturbed about global environment and about its protection - and this

we appreciate - refuse to divulge information or even discuss environmental

questions relating to Antarctica. This attitude would certainly work to the

detriment of the preparation of a comprehensive treaty dealing with the problems of

global environment.

The adoption of the Convention on the Regulation of Antarctic  Mineral Resource

Activities by the Parties to the Treaty in June 1988,  despite the objections  and

protests of the overwhelming majority of the States of the world, is another

example of the fact that the Treaty Parties do not hold themselves accountable to

the international community and that the decision-making lies in the hands of a

few. However, it is fortunate indeed that, following the adoption of the minerals
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Convention, aome  of the Antarctic Treaty Consultative Partim, namely, Australia,

Belgium, France, Oermany, India, Italy and New Zealand,  have reportedly

reconridered  the issue and decided not to sign or ratify the Convention.

It ir our fervent hope that, in order to safeguard the Antarctic ecoeylrtem,

the mineral8 Convention will not be allowed to enter into forae. We believe that,

in the interert of our common fUtUre, the mineral6 Convention murt be discarded and

a permanent ban on prospecting,  exploration and exploitation of minerals must be

enf arced.

Many environmentalist: :md scientists are of the view that Antarctica should

be preserved ar the last continent that ha.r  not been aubrtantially altered by human

activity. Some of the Treaty Parties have alao lent support to the call of the

international  community for the establishment of Antarctica air a nature reserve or

a world p a r k . In our view, any move to draw up a comprehenrive environmental

convention on the conservation and protection of Antarctica and it6 dependent and

associated ecoryatems  and to establish a nature reserve and world park, must be

negotiated  with the full participation of the international community and should be

pursued within the context of the United Nations system,  including  the United

Nationa Conference on Environment and Development.
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Antarctica ir the common heritage of mankind. Protection and oonrervation of

the continent are the common  reaponaibility of all, Any rdgime  for the protection

of Antaratica murt have the aupport of the international aomunity if it ia to be

aucae88ful. Only an open, equitable, aacountable and universal treaty aan achieve

the effective  protection of Antarotiaa and ita environment,

The establishment,  under United Nations aponrorship, of a station in

Antarctica, with the aim of promoting co-ordinated international  co-operation in

scientific reaearah, would benefit mankind. In particular, it would ensure that

the importance ot Antarctica to P-3 global environment  and eaosyatems wan kept in

view. Such a station could al8o act ar an early-warning ayatem with regard to

climatic change and aacidents.

It is unfortunate that the racist miaority  rdgime of Pretoria not only ia ti

consultative party ta the Treaty but continue8 to participate in the meetings of

the Conaultativet Pa.L+as de*pite thm demand of the international  community that it

should be excluded from participation in any ouch meetinga.

In its final declaration,  the Ninth Conference of Head8 of State or Government

of the Non-Aligned Counttier reaffirmed  that Antarctica should for ever be used

exclusively for peaceful purpouea, in the interests of mankind, and should be

accessible  to all nations. It recognised the intereat of mankind as a whole in

Antarctica, in term8 of international  peace and security and of the environment and

its impact on global climatic conditions. It affirmed the interest of mankind in

ensuring that the environment and the dependent and associated ecoayatem of

Antarctica are conserved  and are protected against all harmful human activities.

It stated that the international  community is entitled to information on all

aspects of Antarctica and that the United Nations muat be made a central repository

of such information. My delegation aupporta the declaration in it8 totality and
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calls upon the parties to the Antarctic Treaty to co-operate with the rest of the

international community to secure its implementation.

The Antarctic Treaty was concluded at a time when a large number of States

that are now Members of the United Nations were still struggling to axercise their

right to self-determination and independence. The world has changed since then.

So should the rigime in Antarctica. It must acquire legitimacy through openness,

universality and equity, and through a renewed conmritment  to the philosophy that

Antarctica is the common heritage of mankind, that it is not subject to

appropriation by any State or person, and that it should be reserved exclusively

for ptaceful purposes. The delegation of Pakistan will continue to strive towards

this objective, in co-operation with the other Members of the United Nations.

I conclude by expressing my delegation's full support for the draft resolution

on the subject. It was introduced by the representative of Malaysia, and Pakistan

is one 3f its sponsors.

Mr. ADEKANYE (Nigeria): The Nigerian delegation wishes to associate

itself, once again, with the concern that other representatives and, indeed, a

large section of the international community have expressed about the question of

Antarctica, which is now before the Committee under agenda item 67. Since the 1983

session, when several States, including Nigeria, first brought this matter before

the United Nations Geueral Assembly, the world community's awareness of the ongoing

activities in Antarctica has sharpened greatly, and its interest in those

activities has increased dramatically. It is reassuring that the dogged efforts of

all concerned have been paying off and that, as a result, Parties to the Antarctic

Treaty, particularly the voting members , are beginning to respond to global public

opinion as regards their activitias  in the southern virgin cootineet.

The significant changes in international relations that have bean evident in

the past year have resulted in renewed interest in questions related to the
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interrolationrhip botweon onduring global paoor a~mm~a  soaurity, eaonomio

development and a l uataiaable  ravironmrnt, In the world of the 19908 the question

of Antarctica can only gain inarraeing prominenae a8 the world reelr under the full

impact of the wolaomo  wave of demoaratiaation,  ogenaerb  and public aaaouatability.

Antarctica may not have rrttled the human-population problem, but ite marine and

living reaourao8 I its deliaate  eaoryatem  and itr rtratrgia value all make it no

lem drrrrving of the attention of all mankind - the Partier to the Antaratic

Treaty and everyone 0180,

Again& thir baakground we noto with regret, from the Soarrtary-Oeneral’B

toport on Aataratiaa - document A/49/459 - the perrirtenae of old norm8 of

exalueivoneoe,  dirarimination and reareay in the adminirtration of &atsratiaa, a8

~011 a8 in meeting8 on and autivitiea in the continent. The 25 Antaratia  Treaty

Conrultativo Partior take all the major deaieionr , while the 14 non-aonrultative

partner8 appear to be mere 0n100ker8.

A8 Nigeria ha8 8tated on 88VOr81 oaaa8ion8 , we COn8ider the 1989 Antarctic

Treaty to bo fundamentally flawed. It romaine the loast popular of all

multilateral dirarmament Troatier, in force today, After 31 year8 of exilteaae, the

Treaty can boart of only 39 8ignatorie8, of which the only one from the African

continent ir m South Africa. Secondly, it8 restriction of member8hip to

those aountrier with the raientifia  and technological  capability to undertake a

rerearch expedition in Antaratiaa is short8ighted and dirariminatory an& runs

counter to the wry principle8 and objective8 of the United Nation8 that the Treaty

claimr to eIIpou80. Thirdly, it8 lack of recognition  of a role for the United

Nation8 itrelf in the affair8 of rush an importrnt  uninhabited continent, which

conatitute8 nearly 10 per cent of the globe, make8 the intention8  of the Treat;l

Partiet8 rather 8U8peCt, Nigeria, therefore, ha8 found it difficult tta rupport the
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Treaty, the very existence and practical ,nanifestations of which foster inequality

and reinforce injustice between nations.

We are concerned that a Treaty designed to promote pure scientific-research

activities in Antarctica has gradually, over the years, served instead to promote

the commercial interests of a few countries, on account of the continent's vast

economic and other potential. We find it difficult to reconcile ourselves to the

fact that, far from averting international conflict arising from competing and

territorial claims, the Treaty has, in reality, legitimized such claims. It has

promoted the ownership of scientific stations, bases and territories occupied by

some of the consultative Powers, and has done so in a manner reminiscent of

colonial conquests of the past. For us, the Treaty's claim of nuclear-weapon-free,

demilitarised status for Antarctica appears hollow in view of the fact that the

Treaty parties have turned a blind eye to apartheid South Africa's free access to a

portion of Antarctica for the purpose of conducting missile tests, as was mentioned

recently in the Secretary-General's report of 29 October 1990 - document A/45/571 -

concerning investigations into South Africa's nuclear-tipped ballistic missile

capability.
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The net rffoat of all them aad other related developmontr ie that the

Antarctic  continent in far from what wa8 enviraged  in the 19S9 Treaty, Firat,

serious negative l ffeatr  have beon evident in the eyrtematia  depletion of the

aaarae and dwindling living and non-living rebouraea  of Antarctica ae a result of

inareaaod human aativitier engineered by large-scale  economic attractions and

potentially huge mineral deposits like oil, gas and rare metals,

Secondly, aonstruation of rroientifia rtationa, runwayor tourist hotels and

other rugporting faailitielr are taking their tall on the a-per-cent ice-free

terrortrial  part of Antarctica, whioh har became over-aongerted, with adverse

ooarequeaoeo  for the fragile l ooloqy of the ooatiaent. Xart important,  the irrue

of frequent  environmental pollution, rupprorred  over the gear6 because of the

phyriaal location and remotenerr  of the virgin aontinent, har come to the forefront

of international concern ar the world grappler with the full aonrequencee of

environmental  pollution and degradation. There have beon reported cc,aea of the

dumping of toxic warter by etationr and veaaela, the burning of foseil fuel and

combustible warterr in open pits, with the consequent  aerial spread of pollution,

and large-rcale oil spills from verr8els and rrtorage pumps. The cane of the

Argentine  aupplp  vessel b&&a P a r - , which rpilled nearly 250,000 gallons of oil

near Palmer Station fn February 1959 and polluted almost 15 kilometres of the

Antarctic aoa8t, ia particularly relevant. That aocident  haa not been fully

investigated nor has its environmental effect  on the surrounding watera, the

penguin colaniee and the krill stocks been accurately determined up to now.

Aa a coastal State and part of the African continent rharing the South

Atlantic Ocean, which commands the approacher to a vital portion of Antarctica,

Nigeria cannot but be concerned about there adverse developments in Antarctica.  It

is common knowledge that upsetting the delicate balance of the Antarctic ecosystem
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through substantial human activities, such as mineral exploration, would cause a

decrease in the Antarctic ice temperature with a corresponding rise in its sea

level. For the virgin continent with over 90 per cent of the world's ice, a rise

of even a few inches could result in a sharp increase in global sea levels that

could submerge many coastal settlements, particularly those in close proximity. On

the other hand.. because Antarctica plays a vital robs in deep ocean circulation,

far away from the Antarctic beds, pollution of its ocean would have far-reaching

effects several thousand kilometres away and into the northern oceans, including

the South Atlantic. That is why my Government was compelled to highlight this

serious concern in the opening speech by our Minister of External Affairs at the

second meeting of the States of the Zone of Peace and Co-operation of the South

Atlantic, hosted by Nigeria at Abuja, from 25 to 29 June 1990.

On that occasion, he drew attention to the need for the environmental

protection of the South Atlantic region, and called for utmost vigilance in

ensuring that the region's marine environment was safe from the illegal dunping of

radioactive and other hazardous wastes on our sea-beds thus safeguarding the marine

life and fauna on which our fishing resources depend. The statement went further:

"In this connection, member States of the Zone need to take great interest in

the disturbing developments currently taking place on the virgin continent of

Antarctica whose reported mineral wealth has already attracted international

attention. Antarctica must continue to serve purely as a global scientific

laboratory and its exploration to be confined to peaceful non-commercial

FUrpOSeS. The increasing reports of massive oil spillage from ships and

tankers plying Antarctica should spur us into action to alert the

international community to the jrave dangers of environmental pollution and

spill-over effects into the South Atlantic Ocean, including our shores."
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As a first step in addressing these concerns, my delegation welcomes the new

momentum in favour of a legally binding moratorium on mineral exploration in

Antarctica by some key members of the Antarctic Treaty Consultative Party States,

including France, Australia and New Zealand. We also note the relevant, positive

stand being taken by the public, parliamentary houses and non-governmental

organixations in a number of countries, including Belgium and Italy and, most

recently, the United States.

Even before the Convention on the Regulation of Antarctic Mineral Resource

Activities (CRAMRA.) was signed in Wellington, New Zealand, in 1988, Nigeria had

spoken against attempts to lend legality to the degradation and despoliation of the

Antarctic environment. It is thus a triumph, limited though this was, for those

championing the cause of exclusively peaceful scientific research activities in

Antarctica that CRAWRA now stands discredited. It is yet another discriminatory

ploy meant to perpetuate the flaws in the Antarctic Treaty.

Nigeria thus calls for a universal rigime that would protect the Antarctic

environment. impose an effective control over minerals prospecting and extraction,

and halt the present indiscriminate scramble for their commercial exploitation.

The current Antarctic Treaty is, even though claims are made to the contrary,

inherently incapable of performing these roles in the long run. Neither can it

meet the legitimate aSpiretiOnS  of the international community in consonance with

the purposes and principles of the United Nations Charter. The perennially hostile

disposition of the Antarctic Treaty Consultative Parties to the request by

non-parties for open and frank discussions on the question, and the Antarctic

Treaty Consultative Parties' preferences for utter secrecy in the conduct of the

affairs of a continent affecting the peace, security and development of all

nations, big or small, leave much to be desired.
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In the same vei'n, the Antarctic Consultative Party States' refusal to invite

the Secretary-General or his representative to their current meeting in Santiago,

Chile, which started on 19 November, in complete disregard of previous, relevant

General Assembly resolutions, does not contribute to confidence-building.

It is my delegation's considered view that the review of the Antarctic Treaty

in 1991 should provide ample opportunity finally to rectify these serious

shortcomings so that the Treaty will enjoy broad appeal in the years ahead. At the

core of these reforms is the fact that Antarctica must serve as and be declared a

nature reserve or world park, made equally accessible to all countries, and a

laboratory for scientific knowledge and research. All territorial claims

whatsoever must be permanently frosen. In place of the present Antarctic Treaty

there should be a new legal rdgime, concluded under the aegis of the United

Nations, to ensure universal membership and to safeguard the interests of all

nations.

Pending that arrangement, however, the monitoring of the activities of

Antarctica by the United Nations, through the Secretary-General, should be

facilitated. It is my delegation's hope that these suggestions will be considered

seriously and that the Antarctic Treaty Consultative Parties will be favourably

disposed towards the two draft resolutions on the question before the Committee -

WC.1/45/L.63/Rev.l and WC.11451L.64 - which my delegation fully endorses.
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The CHAIRMAN: I now call on the representative of Malaysia to introduce

the revised text of the joint draft resolution on the qUeStiOn  of Antarctica.

Mr. REDZUAN (Malaysia): I have the honour to introduce draft

resolution A/C.l/QWL.63/Rev.l, entitled YWestion of Antarctica", on behalf of my

own country and Antigua and Barbuda, Bangladesh, Brunei Darussalam, Comoros, Ghana,

Indonesia, Kenya, Lesotho, Mexico. Nepal, Nigeria, Oman, Pakistan, Saint Vincent

and the Grenadines, Senegal, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Tunisia, Uganda, United Republic of

Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

Developments since our delibrations on this item last year have more than ever

underlined the need for international collective action for the protection of

Antarctica. At the same time, there is a clear link with the increasing

consciousness and concern of the international community for its global

environmental protection. Since Antarctica covers 10 per cent of the Earth's

surface and involves about 70 per cent of the world's available freshwater

resources, we share a conrnon responsibility to protect its environment. Because of

its critical importaxtce  to the global environment and ecology, Antarctica must

stand as a challenge to the international community to shoulder this shared

responsibility, which is consistent with the current trends in international

relations, when cold-war divisions are giving way to international democratisation,

consensus and co-operation. The thrust of the draft resolution is indeed towards

achieving that aim.

I regret to inform the Committee that once again consensus has not been

possible. Nevertheless, the sponsors have endeavoured to take into account to the

greatest possible extent the views and concerns of the Antarctic Treaty

Consultative Parties. It is clear that the tone of the draft resolution reflects

.

this awareness of the need for balance and accommodation in the interests of all

members.
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However, as I pointed out earlier, the draft resolution's overriding objective

is the protection of Antarctica. If sacrificing such an objective is the price for

the achievement of consensus, there can be no doubt about the sponsors' clear

preference.

The draft resolution emphasises the importance of Antarctica to the global

environment, and the need for its protection against all harmful human activities

and for the democratisation of the management of the continent for the benefit of

mankind as a whole. The preambular paragraphs reaffirm the significance of

Antarctica and its relationship to the global environment. The preambular part

also reaffirms that Antarctica should continue for ever to be used exclusSvely for

peaceful purposes and that it should not become the scene or object of

international discord. It further reflects the consciousness of the environmental

degradation that mining would cause to Antarctica, and welcomes the initiative

taken by some Consultative Party countries in promoting Antarctica as a nature

reserve or world park and the banning of prospecting and mining in and around

Antarctica.

The preambular paragraphs also share the concern over the environmental

degradation of Antarctica and its impact on global environment, as expressed at the

first substantive session of the Preparatory Committee for the United Nations

Conference on Environment and Development, held in Nairobi last August. The

preambular part further reaffirm8 the necessity for ensuring the comprehensive

protection and conservation of Antarctica through a multilateral framework

negotiated with the full participation of all members of the international

community, It also addresses the need to prevent or minimise the impact of human

activities resulting from the large number  of scientific stations and expeditions

in Antarctica. In this regard it welcomes the ongoing trend of acknowledging the
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need for internationally co-ordinated scientific research stations in Antarctica in

order to minimise unnecessary duplication in logistical support facilities.

In paragraph 1 the General Assembly would express its regret that despite

numerous resolutions the Consultative Parties have not seen fit to invite the

Secretary-General or his representative to the meetings of the Antarctic Treaty

Consultative Parties, including the special session of the Antarctic Treaty

Consultative Meeting in Santiago from 19 November to 7 December this year. It once

again urges the Antarctic Treaty Consultative Parties to invite the

Secretary-General or his representative to their future meetings.

In paragraph 2 the General Assembly would call upon the Treaty Parties to

deposit information and documents covering all aspects of Antarctica with the

Secretary-General of the United Nations and reguest the Secretary-General to submit

a report on his evaluations to the General Assembly at its next session.

In paragraph 3 the General Assembly would express its conviction that any move

to draw up a comprehensive environmental convention on the conservation and

protection of Antarctica and its dependent and associated ecosystems, as well as

establishing a nature reserve or world park, must be negotiated with the full

participation of the international connnunity. In this regard, we believe the

matter should be pursued within the context of the United Nations system, including

the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development.

After consultations with our co-sponsora, we have agreed to delete

paragraph 4. Uowever, it remains our firm ccnviction that the various aspects of

concerns over Antarctica's environment should be appropriately addressed by the

1992 Waited Nations Conference on Environment and Development.

In paragraph 5 the General Assembly would urge all members of the

intern&fond ctmmunity to support all effatts to ban prospecting and minfng in and

around Antarctica end to ensure that all acthrfties should be used exclusively for
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the purpose of peaceful scientific investigation, and that all activities should

ensure the maintenance of international peace and security in Antarctica and the

protection of its environment, and should be for the benefit of all mankind.

In paragraph 6 the General Assembly would request the Secretary-General to

undertake a comprehensive study, with the help of relevant United Nations

progranmas and specialised agencies, such aa the World Meteorological Organization

and the United Nations Environment Programme, on the establishment of a United

Nations-sponsored station in Antarctica, with a view to promoting co-ordiuated
.

international co-operation in scientific research for the benefit of mankind,

particularly the importance of Antarctica to the global environment and ecosystems,

as well as to act as an early-warning system on climate change and accidents.

In paragraph 7 the General Assembly would urge all States to co-operate with

the Secretary-General and to continue consultations on all aspects relating to

Antarctica.

In paragraph 8 the General Assembly would further request the

Secretary-General to submit, within its existing resources, a report on the state

of the environmsnt in Antarctica and its impact on the global system at its next

session.

We are aware of the financial imp3ications of our proposals in paragraphs 6

and 8. But the Secretariat could overcome the problem by preparing the reports

usiug available data and resources. Data could also be ObtAined from international

. scientific studies by such bodies as Greenpeace. Data from the Treaty Party

countries would also be welcomed to assist the Secretariat in preparing the reports,

Finally, in paragraph 9 the General Assembly would decide to include in the

provisional sgsnda of its forty-sixth session the item entitled "Question of

Antarctica".

_i ‘
_ __I._L
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The rpoarotr of the draft raeolutioa  have made rvory effort to avoid

confrontation. The text ha8 been aarrfully drafted in rearonablo language, taking

into recount receat dwrlopmenta and reiterating fundamental  comeras  of the

international conununi ty .

We are confident that the Committee will adopt the draft resolution, as it has

similar draft reaolutionr  in the part. We therefore present the draft resolution

for aation by the Committee.



possible.


